PilotAware Software Version 20200906 Operating Instructions.

“See Them Before They See
You Coming”
“Hear Them Before They Know
You Are There”

MasterClass
Introduction

Thank you for joining the PilotAware Team to make Electronic Conspicuity and Situational
Awareness low cost reality for all. These operating instructions have been written to help you make
the most of your PilotAware unit. PilotAware software is licensed by PilotAware Ltd for use on
PilotAware Classic Units and PilotAware Rosetta units. PilotAware software is subject to a yearly
license, currently £12 plus VAT.

What’s New in the latest software revision.
As well as bug fixes and interface updates, the latest version of software contains new features and
improvements in the existing functionality.
New features include:
1. Upload of METAR data when in range of an ATOM GRID (OGN-R) ground station or
stations.
2. Improved connectivity to Electronic Flight Bags using iOS (Apple) or Android devices.
3. Bug Fixes and software updates identified since the last release.
4. Upgrades to cater for third party software changes.
5. Internal architecture changes to facilitate future upgrades and data transmission.
6. Introduction of the PilotAware Firmware Updater v1.75 for the easy update of new software
releases.
7. Software update using a Router.
The PilotAware Firmware Updater v 1.75 is available free of charge from the Apple App store. To
use this requires your existing software to be version 20190621 or later. An Android version is in
development but not yet available.
If your PilotAware software is of an earlier version than 20190621 then a manual software upgrade is
required to include a new operating system. The latest software is available as a manual update free
of charge from Pilotaware.lode.co.uk. please use the “full the installation image”. How to do this is
described in the Knowledgebase Section of the PilotAware Website
https://pilotaware.com/knowledge-base/manual-software-update/
For customers who need or prefer the software to be provided pre-loaded on a new disk, a service is
available that provides this on the products page of the PilotAware Website.

How to use this Document
PilotAware provides a very comprehensive set of features for its small size. All the information
required to operate the unit is provided in these instructions which should be read to get the most out
of its use. For easy use the information is also provided in the Knowledge Base section of the
PilotAware website
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Conditions of Use
The software provided by PilotAware Ltd is uncertificated software provided to work with suitable
hardware to provide a unit for use AS A SECONDARY POSITIONAL AWARENESS AID ONLY.
PilotAware is not a collision avoidance device. PilotAware contains NO collision avoidance algorithms
and will NOT give you any advice on how to avoid traffic or any advice to other traffic on how to avoid
you.
As Pilot in Command it remains your total responsibility to take all necessary actions to maintain safe
flight, including collision avoidance and the safe use of PilotAware. PilotAware Software is provided for
use under Visual Flight Rules in Visual Meteorological Conditions only and is not certified to any
aviation, or other, standard and may fail at any time. PilotAware Ltd will accept no responsibility for
its use.
It is a mandatory pre-requisite to using this PilotAware Software, that you agree to these Conditions of Use
and have read, understand, agree and comply with the latest Installation and Operating instructions and the
PILOTAWARE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT. This is available from PilotAware Ltd. You will
have agreed to this when you accepted and downloaded your PilotAware Software License.
Using Electronic Conspicuity Devices in Aircraft.
Pilots flying under VFR, should spend most of their time looking out of the aircraft and scanning the local
airspace. It is often observed however, that pilots do not spend sufficient time on their visual scan or their
scan may not be optimal. PilotAware comes under the genre of equipment called Electronic Conspicuity
(EC). When used as a secondary positional awareness device PilotAware can enhance your situational
awareness but only by augmenting your thorough visual scan. Not replacing it. It is vitally important,
that you understand and acknowledge that there are real concerns, that a reliance on a prompted lookout
from any EC device including PilotAware could actually reduce the effectiveness of the visual scan.
For instance, there may be a danger that your attention will be focused on the one area prompted and
therefore, you may be spotting the wrong aircraft, or missing other aircraft that are outside the area
prompted by the EC device. Some pilots may become intrigued by the information provided on local
aircraft, or fixated on the display, at the expense of maintaining their necessary visual scan. Pilots may also
incorrectly assume that ALL aircraft can be seen on their EC device, this is definitely NOT the case.
It must therefore be stressed that PilotAware does not replace the need for an effective visual scan,
which as pilot in command is your sole responsibility and the primary method for seeing other
aircraft. PilotAware Ltd will take no responsibility for your safety when using this equipment.
It is also imperative that you fully familiarise yourself with the set-up, configuration and operation of your
PilotAware unit before you use it in your aircraft. The in-flight cockpit is not the place to become
familiar with any new piece of equipment. If you are in doubt of any part of the operation in flight, ignore
it until you can study its operation whilst safely on the ground.
It is also recommended that in the early days of using any EC device a second pilot or observer is present
in the aircraft to get used to the new equipment. This can be done by buddying up with another pilot or
competent passenger in the early flights.
If at any time you feel that you are distracted by PilotAware turn it off until you are more familiar
with its operation.
PilotAware is used entirely at the risk of the user. Great care has been taken to eliminate defects during its
development however it is not claimed to be fault-free. No claims are made regarding its correctness,
reliability or fitness for any particular purpose. The PilotAware project developers and other contributors
shall not be liable for errors contained herein or for incidental or consequential damages, loss of data or
personal injury in connection with the fidelity, performance, or use of this hardware or software.
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PilotAware Rosetta
PilotAware Rosetta contains all the hardware and software required for an Electronic Conspicuity
(Situational Awareness) device. A separate power supply is required (not supplied) for correct
operation. The following pictures shows the components of the PilotAware Rosetta

(i) Front view with the end cap removed to show the GPS dongle in the top left-hand USB slot and the
RTLSDR ‘Software Defined Radio’ dongle in the bottom right-hand slot.

(ii) Left side view showing the connectors for the power, HDMI and 3.5mm stereo audio out
connectors. The HDMI monitor interface is used by advanced users to view the software as it is
loaded. There is no video or graphical output from this interface. A 1 metre power lead is supplied
with the Rosetta unit but not shown.in this diagram.
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The Power Lead
It is very important that the 1 metre power lead supplied with the PilotAware Rosetta unit is
used at all times to maintain the correct power supply to Rosetta (5.2V, 2.1A). This is a 20AWG
(American Wire Gauge) thick cable used to ensure that there is no volt drop across the cable.

The Antennas
Two antennas are provided. The longer 869.5MHz antenna should be screwed onto the gold SMA
connector on the LHS of the unit. The smaller 1090MHz antenna should be screwed onto the gold
SMA connector on the RHS of the unit. These are not interchangeable as they are tune to the
appropriate frequency. The antennas must be as vertical as possible in normal use i.e. pointing
upwards or downwards. Both antennas are cranked to increase the locations suitable for operation. All
signals received by PilotAware require line of sight for correct operation. Therefore, the Rosetta
antennas and the GPS inside the plastic enclosure must be able to ‘see’ outside the aircraft and not be
obscured by metal or water. Pilots and passengers are 75% water so will cause obscuration. Please see
the PilotAware You tube video on obscuration for more information.

Slide off Compartment
On the lower end of the Rosetta unit there is a slide off compartment which can be removed by
grasping the unit with your left hand and sliding it off with the thumb of your right hand. Once
removed, this gives access to the PilotAware computer USB connection sockets and the dongles used.
Two USB dongles are supplied.
1. GPS mounted in socket 1 top left. Identified by its white square antenna and underside label.
2. RTL-SDR (Software Defined Radio) in socket 4, bottom right.
In addition, there is access to the RJ45 Ethernet socket on the LHS for connection to a router used for
software updates by router if your existing software is 20190621 or later.

MAC Address Label
On the end of the slide off compartment is a label with the unique MAC address of the Rosetta
unit. This unique MAC address is also shown on the Home Page of the PilotAware Web pages. The
MAC address starts with B827EB followed by 6 other hexadecimal numbers and letters that are
unique to your unit.

Rosetta LED indicators
On the main Rosetta unit and the GPS dongle there are LED lights (L1-L6) that can be used as an
indicator to help show that all is working well. These can also be used for the diagnosis of faults.
LI
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

This is located on the left-hand side of the Rosetta unit under the L1 sign on the label.
This is located on the left-hand side of the Rosetta unit under the L2 sign on the label.
This is located on the motherboard inside and to the left of the power connector.
This is located on the motherboard inside and to the left of the power connector.
This is located on the underside of the GPS Dongle labelled Power
This is located on the underside of the GPS Dongle labelled PPS

The operation of these lights in normal operation is described in the trouble shooting section.
For correct operation, the antennas and GPS must have an uninterrupted view of the sky and
not be obscured by metal or water.
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Power Supplies
It is very important that the supply used to power the PilotAware Rosetta is stable, capable of
providing 5.2V and 2.1 Amps and does not create a significant amount of radiated noise. Unsuitable
power supplies can affect other electronic equipment in your aircraft. This can be particularly
noticeable in the air band radio reception. For this reason, it is imperative that the PilotAware Unit
is powered from a good quality portable USB power supply. If you want or need an EASA
approved power supply, then the Charge 2 or Charge 4 units from Harkwood, are very good. These
are available from https://charge4.harkwood.co.uk
The Anker PowerCore range of power units are also highly recommended. These are very high
quality, inexpensive and available next day from Amazon. Suitable independent power supplies are
Anker PowerCore 20100†.
Anker PowerCore 10000
Anker PowerCore 5000
†Please note that some recent (June 2019) PowerCore 20100 units have been defective in that they
switch the power off prematurely. This is not a PilotAware fault. Not all 20100 units do it if you have
a problem contact Anker through Amazon. This does not seem to happen with the 10000 and 5000
models
The Anker Power Drive range of cigarette lighter units are also highly recommended.
Anker PowerDrive 2, 24w dual USB car charger
Anker PowerDrive 2, Alloy Metal Mini Car Charger 24W 4.8A Dual USB Car Charger
Beware of running additional consumer items from the cigarette lighter voltage converter at the same
time as PilotAware, as this may reduce the power available for Rosetta and cause it to malfunction as
the voltage drops.
In addition, if your aircraft has a noisy 12V power supply buss caused by any reason, for example,
from the alternator, other avionics, strobes or other form of electrical induction this may cause misoperation of your PilotAware unit.
If there are any problems with your PilotAware Classic or Rosetta unit, first check that you are
using a reliable power supply and the supplied 20AWG cable. Not doing so is by far, the most
common reason for malfunction of the unit. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT.

Starting Rosetta For the First Time
PilotAware Rosetta has a lot more functionality than other EC units, and is highly configurable to suit
your individual requirements. However, this may be daunting when you first start to use PilotAware,
so here is a start-up configuration to get you going quickly.
Firstly, apply power to your PilotAware unit. This will boot the system and after about 45-90 seconds
a Wi-Fi hotspot (SSID) will be set up from the PilotAware unit. This will be similar to PilotAwareB827EB09BBC0.
After the word PilotAware- there will be 12 digits always starting with B827EB and the next 6 digits
will be unique to your PilotAware unit. Make a note of the last two digits of your Wi-Fi hotspot so
that when you are amongst other aircraft, which will also have PilotAware hotspots, this will prevent
you from logging onto the wrong one. Even better this SSID can be changed to a personal SSID, via
the Networks Page of the internal PilotAware internal web pages.
Most tablets will log onto previously used Wi-Fi hotspots so subsequent pairing should be automatic,
if no other known hotspots are available. In the air, your PilotAware unit will generally be the only
hotspot available unless you have other equipment generating hotspot(s) such as your iPhone or other
equipment.
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Note: - The PilotAware WiFi Hotspot will not connect you to the internet. WiFi is just used as a
convenient method of connecting the PilotAware wirelessly to your tablet. Modern browsers may
tell you that no internet is available, please ignore this as NO INTERNET IS REQUIRED for the

correct operation of PilotAware units.
If you lose connectivity to your PilotAware unit, especially when you are in an area where there are
lots of WiFi access available, this will be because your tablet has connected to another WiFi hotspot
in its quest to get an internet connection. This is a very common issue on the ground but not in the air.

Accessing the PilotAware Internal Web Pages
When your mobile device has selected, and logged onto, your PilotAware WiFi, open your browser
(Safari Chrome Firefox etc.) and type in the IP address 192.168.1.1 or the words paw.local and press
enter. This will take you to the PilotAware Web Pages.
Whichever page you have landed on, there will be a banner at the top of the page from which you
should select ‘Configure’. This will take you to the Configuration Page where you can customise the
PilotAWare unit to your requirements. A full description of all configurable items is shown later but
there are a few standard items that need to be configured to get you going.

Inserting your Unique ICAO HEX code
Select the first window which is entitled “Hex-ID Auto Generated”. The “Auto Generated” means
that the PilotAware program has generated an automatic code beginning with F to start off with. If
you are flying a drone, paraglider, hang glider or other aircraft that is not registered then this
automatic number will suffice. However, if you are flying an aircraft with a registration, i.e. GABCD, you will have been allocated an ICAO number unique to your aircraft. This is a 6 digit Hex
code which contains 0-9, A- F. No other letters are used. 0 is Zero not, O “Oh”.
All aircraft registered anywhere in the world, will have a unique ICAO number. If you don’t know
the ICAO (Hex-ID) of your UK registered aircraft, it can be found by searching your aircraft
registration in the G-INFO database on the CAA website. Insert your unique ICAO code (this will be
begin with 4 for a UK registered aircraft) in the first window. This will allow PilotAware to ignore the
1090MHz transmissions from your own mode C/S or ADSB transponder if fitted. Please make sure
you do this carefully and correctly. Even if you don’t have a transponder in your aircraft please
enter the unique Hex-ID for your aircraft so this can be displayed to others in a standard
format. Also if your aircraft is equipped with other EC devices such as Flarm or CAP1391 devices
make sure ALL devices have the same ICAO code installed. This is important so you do not appear
as 2 aircraft.

Add Your Flight ID
Add your Flight ID (8 Characters maximum). This is generally your registration i.e. G-ABCD but it
can also be anything else such as VINTAGE1, FRED, FLYER1 or CUBFLYER etc. Only ASCII
characters are accepted anything else will be rejected when you try to save the selection by pushing
the save button. Therefore, please check that your input has been accepted.

Add your Group- ID
You can associate yourself with a group of aircraft on a fly-out or a club event by selecting a Group
ID. All aircraft in the same group as you will be bracketed with the ‘#’ character, so will appear as
#Group-ID# on your chosen flight bag. This is set to “PAWGRP” by default so you can determine
PAW traffic from ADSB in the first instant.
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Add Aircraft Type
Put in your aircraft type from the pull-down menu. Receive only is the recommended option if you
use your Rosetta as a temporary base station beacon. If you want a permanent base station consider
setting up an ATOM GRID station with financial help from PilotAware.

Add Aircraft Identifiers.
Determine how you want individual traffic to be identified on your Flight Bag screen, for simplicity
choose Flight ID, which is usually your tail registration.

Enable the Detection of Mode C/S Transmissions
PilotAware Classic and Rosetta units are capable of directly detecting Mode-C and Mode-S
transmissions as bearing-less targets. A bearing-less target is one that does not transmit a GPS coordinate and therefore cannot be shown on a screen. However, for the experienced user their height
difference and relative distance can be useful.
Mode C/S, is set to off by default. It is recommended that you first get used to using PilotAware
detecting traffic with bearings such as ADSB, PilotAware and FLARM equipped Gliders (when in the
vicinity of an OGN-R station), before you switch on the Mode C/S function.

Enable Mode-S/3D
PilotAware Rosetta units with software later than 20190621 are capable of detecting Mode-S/3D
targets. To understand how this works please read the following explanation. If you feel competent to
accept this further increase in traffic information, and accept its limitations then you can enable this
function fully understanding its limitations. There is also a YouTube video on how this works. Search
for PilotAware Rosetta and PilotAware ATOM GRID.
When you have made these selections please select the ‘Save’ button to implement the changes.
Detailed information on these and other configurable items is available in the Configuration Page
section of the Operating Instructions.

Connecting to your chosen Navigational Package (Flight Bag)
There are several supported navigation systems, generically called ‘Flight Bags’, that you can use to
display the traffic from PilotAware units. Instructions for connecting to the various Flight Bags is
available here.
PilotAware can of course be used on its own, without any navigation software using the PilotAware
RADAR screen available from the PilotAware web pages and selecting the RADAR tab. This is
described later in this document under RADAR Page.
As more tablets and navigational packages are enabled to work with PilotAware, information on their
use will be appended to the information available in the Knowledge Base at pilotaware.com. For help
and advice on connectivity of other tablets and navigational devices please visit the PilotAware
Forum at forum.pilotaware.com where advice will be given as new tablets are used by the PilotAware
community and enabled to use PilotAware data.

Rosetta Information Pages
PilotAware allows you to use its Wi-Fi interface to gain access to system information and to configure
your unit to meet your specific requirements. To gain access to the information available from
PilotAware connect to the PilotAware Wi-Fi hotspot and open a browser on your tablet or phone and
in the address bar type: http://192.168.1.1 or the words paw.local and press go. This will bring you
to the PilotAware Internal Web pages.
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Note: - The PilotAware WiFi Hotspot will not connect you to the internet but is a method of
connecting the PilotAware wirelessly to your tablet. Modern browsers may tell you that no internet
is available, please ignore this as NO INTERNET IS REQUIRED.
When connected, you can browse from page to page using the menu at the top of the page.

Home Page
The Home Page is the entry to PilotAware information and will look something like this.

The banner at the top gives access to all pages

Software Version and Expiry Date.
These use the YYYYMMDD nomenclature which shows that the software running is the
version released on 06th September 2020 and the license expires on 07th May 2021.
Interface and Status Information.
The information available from the home page gives the following information. This can be used for
diagnostics and a greater understanding of Rosetta if required.

HOSTID
PLATFORM
Date
ETH0-IP

This shows the Rosetta unique MAC ADDRESS used for updating your yearly license.
This shows what model of computer and operating system and Kernel is installed.
This shows the current date and time.
This is the IP address of the wired Ethernet link if one is being used.

WLAN-0
UPTIME

This is the IP Address of the WiFi link
This shows the amount of time that the unit has been running since reboot or last power up.
Voltage shows the fidelity of the voltage applied at the input of the Rosetta. Options are;
OK
Warning
Error

All working correctly.
There has been a momentary historic low voltage, now OK
There currently a persistent low voltage NOW.

Frequency shows the status of the computer clock frequency. Options are;
STATUS

OK.
All working correctly
Warning. The clock frequency has been reduced in the past but is now OK
Error.
The clock frequency is currently reduced to limit computer load and heating.

Throttle shows the processor is compensating for a voltage or temperature problem
OK.
All working correctly
Warning The processor has been throttled in the past due to high temperature or low voltage.
Capped The processor is currently throttled due to a temperature or voltage problem.

1090

Temperature shows the current computer junction temperature. Max permissible 85 degrees.
This shows the number of 1090Mhz transmissions received since switch on and (in the last 5
seconds). This may go orange if no signals are received in the last 5 seconds
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P3I
Barometer
GPS

The percentage of PilotAware transmissions being undertaken. Maximum transmission =!0%
This gives the various outputs from the barometer working to local and GPS pressures
GPS information packets received, type of fix Satellites detected and used. Normal use is 4
plus satellites for a good fix. This may not happen indoors or without a good view of the sky

PilotAware Home Page Diagnostics
The home page can also be used for diagnostic purposes. Column 1, lines 8 to 11 show the
status of the individual interface. All Greens are good with either Red or Amber being used
to aid system fault diagnosis as the following table shows.
Row No

Name

8

1090

9

P3I

10

Barometer

11

GPS

Description
No 1090MHz Messages have been received in the last 5
seconds. This may be a temporary state. If red is permanently on
for many minutes, check that the 1090MHz dongle is located
Amber
correctly. The total messages count should also be incrementing
as new traffic is recorded. Note there are two message counts. (i)
since switch on (ii) in the last 5 seconds in brackets.
3PI radio is not working. One of the reasons that this will show
red is that there is not a good GPS fix. Check how many
satellites are being received minimum 4. Also, check how many
Red
messages have been sent (Tx) or received (Rx). This will give a
clue to any miss-operation. Normally there will be considerably
more (Tx) than (Rx) messages recorded.
This will show that the barometer is not functioning correctly.
This is very unusual. Check for an out of range barometric
Red
reading. Check that power lead and power supply. Reboot and
try again. If a fault occurs standard pressure 1013.2 will be used.
Red Shows GPS inoperable usually due to not having a good
view of the sky or disconnected. Do not expect the GPS to work
indoors. Also, check that the GPS has a good mechanical and
therefore electrical connection by removing and inserting the
Red
dongle into the USB socket a few times. Also, if there is not a
good GPS signal then lines 8 and 9 will probably be red as well
Amber as PilotAware will disable these functions for safety purposes.
Amber A GPS dongle has been detected and a fix has been
achieved but it’s not good enough. Locate the GPS such that a
better fix is available by having a better view of the upper
atmosphere. It will then turn Green.
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Configuration Page
The configuration page is reached by selecting the Configure Tab on the top banner of any
page. The Configuration Page will look like the following screenshots.
(i) The top half of the Configuration Page looks like the following screenshot.

Configuration Page Detailed Explanation
All aircraft have an ICAO number. Put yours in here so that PilotAware will ignore your
own 1090MHz transponder if you have one. This is a Hex code which contains 0-9, A- F.
No other letters. Please make sure you do this carefully and correctly. Even if you don’t
Hex-ID
have a transponder in your aircraft please put the unique Hex-ID for your aircraft so this
(Manual)
can be displayed if chosen. If you don’t know the Hex-ID, it can be found in the UK by
searching your aircraft registration in the G-INFO database available from the CAA
website.
This is how your flight identification will be displayed to other aircraft navigational
Flight-ID
software when your position is received. Usually this is the aircraft registration G-ABCD.
This field is so that you can associate yourself with a group of aircraft on a fly out or a club
event. All aircraft in the same group as you will be bracketed with the ‘#’ character, so will
Group-ID
appear as #Group-ID#. This is set to PAW-Group by default. Change it as required or leave
blank.
Aircraft Insert your Aircraft Type so that its type can be shown on the navigational software if it
Type
has the capability so to do.
Display
This gives you the option of how traffic is identified on your navigational software. Either
Traffic
showing the REG-ID or the Flight-ID or alternating the two.
Info
Display This new feature allows the user to enable or disable the display of ground stations. When
Ground the ground station is disabled it will not be shown visually on flight bags and or Pilotware
Stations RADAR and voice alerts will be disabled.
This is your 16-digit license key specific to you and the MAC Address you have registered.
License Please note that the numbers are HEX characters that is 0-9 plus ABCDEF. There are no
Key
other letters permitted such as “O” Oh. Be careful not to mix up ‘B’ and ‘8’, 0 (zero) and O
Oh.
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Bearing-less Contact Settings
This enables the Mode C/S functionality. Please read the Mode-S detection section of
the knowledge base to ensure that you fully understand its operation and capabilities
before enabling. The options available for selection are;
Mode C/S
None.
Used to turn the Mode C/S facility off. (default condition)
Select
Mode –S. Used to detect Mode–S traffic
Mode-CS. Used for Mode C/S detection if you have NO transponder
Mode-CS+Filter. Used as above if you have a transponder fitted.
Mode C/S is disabled by default.
This enables the use of MLAT data received from available enabled ground stations to
give the latitude and longitude of Mode S targets detected directly from Rosetta.
Mode-C/S-3D Before enabling Mode-S/3D it is a mandatory requirement that you have read,
Select
understand and agree with the limitations outlined in the Mode-S/3D Launch
Introduction available from the pilotaware.com website.
Mode-S/3D is disabled by default.
This gives you the option to set the Mode C/S sensitivity i.e. at what signal strength
the detection is triggered. See the section on Mode S for the best option for you. The
Options are;
Mode C/S
Ultra-Short Range
Horizontal
Short Range
Display Range Medium Range
Long Rang
Most users choose medium range to start with until they get used to the system and
then reduce to short or ultra-short when they are more confident.
This gives you the option to set the threshold for Mode C/S alerts or disable as
required. See section on Mode S for best option for you. The options are
+/- 500ft
Modes C/S
+/- 1000ft
Vertical
+/- 2000ft
Display Range +/- 4000ft
+/- 50000ft
Most users choose +/2000 ft. to start with until they get used to the system then reduce
the separation.
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(ii) The second half of the configuration page looks like this.

Positional Contacts Settings
Select Audio PilotAware shows more aircraft types than any other conspicuity device so you may
Warning
get a lot of audio warnings. This item allows you to select the distance at which audio
Zones
alerts are first triggered. 10Kms, 5Kms, 3Kms or never.
This is used only when connecting via wire to navigational equipment that has no
Horizontal
ability to filter traffic horizontally. This filters the messages that are sent from
Display Range
PilotAware before they are sent to the wired device
This is used only when connecting via wire to navigational equipment that has no
Vertical
ability to filter traffic vertically. This filters the messages that are sent from
Display range
PilotAware before they are sent to the wired device
There are four settings available.
All
Choose this is you are in doubt
PilotAware
(UDP).
Choose this when connecting to Sky Demon
Device
GDL
90(UDP).
Choose this when GDL 90 is required
Connect
Flarm (TCP).
Choose this when a Flarm input is required
UDP is a simple connection-less protocol.
TCP is a connection-oriented protocol

This allows you to adjust the output volume to interface into your audio system. On
each change and the selection of Test the words “PilotAware” are output from the
3.5mm ‘audio out’ socket of the Rosetta unit so you can check the volume as it
changes. The save button must be pressed to save the volume setting or future use.
Rosetta units have in built Bluetooth (BT) which has now been enabled. This allows
BT
the audio to be output to your Bluetooth enabled devices. Not all devices have been
tested so this should be regarded as a best effort connection.
These should normally be left at the default settings, but allow you to set the interface
USB Settings
including the baud rate individually for each port if required.
Top left USB port (with the Ethernet port to the left). Configurable for various
Port 1
outputs. For advanced users
Bottom left USB port (with the Ethernet port to the left). Configurable for various
Port 2
outputs. For advanced users
Top right USB port (with the Ethernet port to the left). Configurable for various
Port 3
outputs. For advanced users
Bottom right USB port (with the Ethernet port to the left). Configurable for various
Port 4
outputs. For advanced users
Volume
control
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This allows certain debug messages to be sent to the logging screen, this is useful if
Log interface
you experience an issue, and need to liaise with Technical Support. This is for
message
advanced users only.
Use this button to save the configuration changes you have selected. Wait until the
Save
page refreshes to ensure that this has been accepted and stored in your Rosetta. If you
don’t do this your changes will not be saved.
This allows multiple profiles (Hex-ID and Flight-ID) to be automatically saved as they
are entered. This is useful when PilotAware is used in several different aircraft such as
Profiles
club and hire aircraft. The options are
Restore. Restore a stored Profile for use in the next flight.
Delete. Delete a previously stored profile no longer needed.

Logging Page
Data automatically logged by the system can be seen by selecting the logging page from the
selection bar on any page This information is only really intended to be used if you
experience an issue. Technical Support may ask you to send a copy of this logging screen,
after enabling some of the flags to control the output messages.

Traffic Page
Traffic being received by PilotAware can be seen in real time by accessing the Traffic page from the
selection bar on any page. The Traffic Page will look something like this.
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Whilst it is not necessary for all users to understand this, it does give an insight into the technology
and the depth of information used by PilotAware. Starting from the Left-hand side of the screen shot
the 11 columns provide the following information. Each Row represents a target received from a
multitude of sources. If a line is Greyed-Out this means that whilst the information is detected it is not
reported as requested in the user’s individual configuration. In the example above because the
configuration is set to NOT show ground stations.

Column 1 Hex
This shows the unique ICAO code that is being transmitted or the code assigned by a
PilotAware Unit or FLARM unit. We encourage ALL users to put their ICAO code in the
configuration page please.
Column 2 Reg(istration)
This is the Tail Registration (or ground station) using assigned Hex Code.
Column 3 Modes CSAPFMU
This column shows the detected transmission type using the following codes.
C – Mode-C
CS – Mode-S
CSA – ADS-B / Extended Squitter
P – PilotAware
F – Flarm (direct) Reception
M – MLAT (via Uplink)
U – Data from Uplink
Any target received could involve multiple codes. For example, in the previous screenshot:
Line 1 is ---P--U This is an OGN-R station uplinked via PilotAware.
Line 2 is CS-P-MU. This is Mode-S detected directly with MLAT data being Uplinked via,
the ATOM GRID hence distance and bearing being available in columns 5 and 7.
Line 3 is CSA---- This is a straight ADSB reception. The 29,641 feet also gives this away.
Line 6 is CS------ This is a direct Mode-S reception with no associated MLAT. This is
probably because it is further than 50Km away, hence no MLAT provided.
Line 13 ---P-MU This is uplinked MLAT data via ATOM GRID using PilotAware. No
action has been taken because there has been no direct reception of Mode-S.
Line 24 is C------- This is a Mode-C target note no ICAO code tail registration, bearing or
distance.
Column 4 SQ
This column shows the Squawk code (Mode-A), and equivalent Mode-C Altitude image code
if appropriate.
Column 5 D(Km)
Distance from the host aircraft position. Only applicable aircraft transmitting a GPS signal
such PilotAware, FLARM, ADSB and Mode-S targets provided with MLAT data
Mode-S/ 3D.
Column 6 A(FT)
Relative height difference in feet, of the target from the host position. A direct Mode-S
reception is required for this to be added to the MLAT data provided.
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Column 7 BR
Target bearing direction from the host position. Only applicable aircraft transmitting a GPS
signal such PilotAware, FLARM, ADSB and Mode-S targets provided with MLAT data.
Column 8 SIG
Signal strength of received 1090MHz Targets (ADSB, Mode-C and Mode-S)
Column 9 AGE
Age of last received data from the target in seconds.
Column 10 ADSB Status
In following order
Version, NACp, SDA, NICa, SIL, SILs.
Column 11 Aircraft, Owner
Information regarding registered aircraft owner
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METAR Page.
New for this Software release are METARS that are uploaded to PilotAware users when in
range of 1 or more of the 200+ ATOM GRID ground stations in Europe. This is a
complimentary service from PilotAware.
METARS are broadcast from all the ATOM GRID ground stations. Current METAR’s from
each individual European METAR location are uplinked every 15 seconds. A full set of
available METARS will be available after approximately 5 Minutes of in range flying and
switch on.
METARS are provided from all METAR sites within 150kms of the ATOM grid station to
which you are connected. These are tabulated in distance order with the status as shown in
the table below. ICAO codes are translated into easily understood locations.
The status of each METAR location is colour coded for easy analysis.

VFR: Ceiling greater than 3000 feet and visibility greater than 5 miles (includes sky clear).
VFR = >3000′ and >5 miles
MVFR Ceilings 1,000 to 3,000 feet and/or visibility is 3-5 miles inclusive.
MVFR = 1000-3000′ and/or 3-5 miles
IFR: Ceilings 500 to less than 1,000 feet and/or visibility 1 to less than 3 miles.
IFR = 500-1000′ and/or 1-3 miles
LIFR: Ceilings are less than 500 feet above ground level and/or visibility is less than 1 mile.
LIFR = <500′ and/or <1 mile
PilotAware is licensed for use in VFR conditions only.
An example of how the status of each individual station is shown as follows
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METARS on the PilotAware RADAR Screen
As well as appearing on the METAR Page METAR’s are also shown on the PilotAware
RADAR Screen to help you understand if you are flying into Marginal VMC or worse
conditions and take appropriate action as you see fit.
To see all METAR stations and wind feathers within 150Km, the PilotAware RADAR screen
will have to be “zoomed out” horizontally. As PilotAware shows more traffic types than any
other EC device, the traffic screen will be very busy if all traffic filters are set wide open. It is
therefore recommended that the vertical scale is set to no more than 2000 ft to filter out the
high-flying airliners being detected using ADSB and Mode-S/3D the locations of which are
unnecessary.
For normal use the PilotAware RADAR Screen should be set to a few KMs to act as an
effective Situational Awareness Screen.
A PilotAware RADAR Screen, zoomed out to 60Km radius, shows METARS and wind
feathers like this. In this screen shot the aircraft have been removed for clarity.

The orange banner in the top right-hand corner steps through the number of ATOM GRID
stations being received, Local QNH and the nearest reporting METAR STATION. Here you
can see that this is Birmingham EGBB 27Kms away. The METARS clearly show that the
conditions to the East and North East are Marginal VFR and increasing wind.
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Updates Page
PilotAware Firmware Updater v1.7.5
From August 2020 the most convenient method of updating software 20190621 or later is by using
the PilotAware Firmware Updater v 1.75 available free of charge from the Apple App Store. This app
courtesy of Neil Hathaway, is very easy to use making software updates very easy. Just follow the
step by step instructions. The app is only currently available for iOS devices with an android version
being developed for future use.

If you cannot use the PilotAware Firmware updater there are other methods available either by router,
memory stick or manual software download.

Updating Software Using Your Router.
The Updates page shows if there is a software update available for your unit. The updates page can be
accessed by selecting the Updates tab from the selection bar on any page.
The updates page will look something like the following screen shot.
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Using this page, the system will check for any software updates.
Software 20190621 or later includes the ability to implement a full download of the new application
software and a new operating system if required. This is done by connecting Rosetta to the internet
using an RJ45 ethernet cable from Rosetta to your broadband router. The RJ45 cable is connected by
taking the Rosetta end cap off and the Ethernet socket is located on the LHS of the sockets bay. The
RJ45 cable is then connected to a free port on the Router. When connected, the green and yellow
lights on the Ethernet Socket on Rosetta should be illuminated with the green light flashing.
Select Download & Install latest Full Release DO NOT POWER OFF
One you have done this as the instruction says DO NOT POWER OFF. The best thing to do is to go
away for 30 minutes or more, don’t touch anything and when you get back light L2 (on the side of
Rosetta underneath the label) will be flashing red and green showing that the software has been
updated. Remove the RJ45 ethernet cable, take Rosetta outside to get a GPS fix and L2 will be solid
green and you are good to go.
If you want to watch the process this is what will be happening.
(i) you will see a screen like this which will update from 0 to 100% as stuff is happening. DO NOT
TURN THE POWER OFF.

This will then get to 100% and the software will report that it is doing other stuff such as “Inflating’,
“Removing leading/ from member’s names”, “Saving Personal Data” and other stuff ending with
“FYLESYS: Mount RO”. DO NOT TURN THE POWER OFF.
Then it will declare “rebooting” DO NOT TURN THE POWER OFF.
At this point, all will seem dead as the Rosetta reboots and unpacks the software as normal with a
manual software update. This takes about 15 minutes. LEDs 3 and 4 on the motherboard will be (3)
red and (4) green flashing as the software is unpacked. DO NOT TURN THE POWER OFF.
When Rosetta is rebooting you may get a notice such as the one below as the WiFi link to Rosetta is
dropped.
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DO NOT TURN THE POWER OFF.
Once the software has unpacked, light L2 (on the side of Rosetta underneath the label) will start
flashing red and green showing that all is back and the software is updated. Take Rosetta outside to
get a GPS fix and L1 L2 will be solid green and you are ready to go. The SSID will be back and you
will be able to log in again. Once you have done this you can now turn the power off when required.

Update by memory stick
If there is a future upgrade that does not need an operating system or kernel upgrade this can be
done by using a PilotAware.pgp file loaded onto a memory stick. To do this please see
https://pilotaware.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/180529-Software-upgrade-by-Flash-Memorystick..pdf

Manual Software Update
On occasions such as updating very old software revisions or replacing a broken SD card it may be
necessary to undertake a full manual software update. This can be undertaken by an IT competent
user by downloading the software free of charge from the PilotAware website
https://pilotaware.lode.co.uk/ and downloading the Full Installation Image.
Full instructions for doing this are available from the PilotAware Knowledge Base
https://pilotaware.com/knowledge-base/manual-software-update/

Track Page
The Track Page gives a list of the information collected on your latest flights. All flights are
automatically saved and will show not only where you went but also all information collected on
other types of traffic that you encountered. This can then be played back on an EFB or downloaded to
be played back on the Aircrew or another suitable App.
The Track Page will look something like the following screenshot.

Each track can then be played back via a connected flight bag just like a video recorder.
Alternatively, the tracks can be downloaded to a USB drive or direct to a computer drop box for
future use.
Handy Tip. Insert the USB stick into the slot used for the GPS (top LHS) this is to ensure that you
don’t use a USB slot reserved for Flarm or another external device
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An excellent App is available from PilotAware partner Aircrew that will playback your flight and
show you what aircraft came near. This can be accessed from https://aircrew.co.uk/playback/. Just
upload your PilotAware track file and away you go. It’s very good.

Network Page
The following screenshot shows the Network Page Screen.

SSID
The WiFi SSID (The WiFi ID you see when starting PilotAware) by default includes your MAC
address which is a unique hardware serial number specific to your Rosetta. If you want to change this
SSID (for example to use your registration GABCD) simply, insert your chosen new SSID in the box
provided. This should be between 8 and 24 ASCII characters. It will not save illegal non-ASCII
characters. When you have done this, select the ‘Apply’ box. You may have to select Apply a couple
of times to grab the software cycle.
When the new SSID has been accepted, you will lose access to the PilotAware unit’s WiFi signal as
the SSID changes. Wait a while for the system to reboot and the new WiFi SSID will be broadcast for
you to log on.
PilotAware WiFi Hotspot Password Protection
PilotAware Rosetta can now be password protected. If you leave the password box empty, then there
will be no requirement to provide a password to log on. Be aware that if you forget your password, it
is irrecoverable so a complete manual software refresh will be required. We at PilotAware do not
know nor can recover your password so please be careful.
WiFi Settings
Do not change the WiFi Mode or Channel unless you know why you would do this. The WiFi power
can be changed and has been shown to work at the lower reaches available (Default 50mW). Increase
this if you have problems logging on or your PilotAware Unit is hidden behind the dashboard or
elsewhere that will attenuate the signal.
Wired Settings
The IP address of a wired connection (if used) can be set to either a dynamic or a static address.
Setting this to static is an advanced feature and should not be used unless you are clear of the
consequences. Please set this to ‘Dynamic’ as default otherwise automatic software download may
not work properly.
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Saving Changes
You will need to save your choices for them to be implemented. Please remember or record your
password as the only recovery path if you get locked out is a full manual software download which
will require all your configurable items to be re-inserted as they will be lost in the process.

Radar Page
One of the Major features of PilotAware is the PilotAware RADAR screen. This feature allows users
of PilotAware to visually display nearby aircraft in a very clear and concise manner on a tablet or
smart-phone by using a modern browser. This means that no external navigation software is required
for PilotAware to be used as an Electronic Conspicuity device. Alternatively, if navigation software is
used PilotAware RADAR can be displayed simultaneously on a separate device for even greater
situational awareness.
To view PilotAware RADAR, open a modern browser on your tablet or smart phone and choose
RADAR from the Menu.

RADAR Visualisation
PilotAware RADAR is able to show traffic within configurable vertical and horizontal limits. In
addition, it is able to show targets either as Aircraft Symbols or TAS (Traffic Alert System) Symbols.
The TAS and FLM button on the top left-hand corner of the RADAR screen will toggle between
screen types. For simplicity METAR symbols have been removed.

PilotAware RADAR TCS Visualisation.
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Key to TAS Symbols

PilotAware RADAR FLM Visualisation.

PilotAware RADAR Range Settings
The range, both horizontal and vertical, at which PilotAware RADAR displays traffic is configurable
by selecting H +/- and V+/- in the top left-hand corner of the screen.
The vertical range can be selected from between 1,000 ft. to 50,000 ft.
Horizontal range can be selected from 2Km to 120Km but is initially calculated from the visible
screen size available.
The previously set scale will be retained when the unit is next used. A banner shows the values set.
As the host aircraft moves, the compass rose continuously follows with the screen showing flightdirection up. This requires that the aircraft is moving. The target aircraft ICONs maintain a relative
12-hour clock bearing to the host aircraft and show direction with a dotted lubber line indicating
speed.

ATOM GRID Ground Stations (Formally OGN-R Stations)
The positions of ATOM GRID Ground Stations are shown as tower icons on the screen if they are
within the horizontal and vertical limits set. Note an ATOM GRID Ground Station 2000ft below, will
not be shown if the horizontal limits are set at +/-1000ft.

The number of in-range ATOM GRID Ground Stations is shown as a banner in the top righthand corner of the PilotAware RADAR page. This will then alert the pilot to the possibility
of receiving uplinked data for gliders, METARS or Mode-S/3D if the user has enabled the
latter.
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Mode-S/3D Visualisation
There are an estimated 9,000+ aircraft in the UK with a Mode-S transponder. These can be seen by
PilotAware units using Mode-S/3D. Mode-S/3D is unique to PilotAware systems. Mode-S/3D uses
the network of ATOM GRID ground stations to upload MLAT data from 360 Radar to provide the
latitude and longitude normally absent in these mode S transmissions. To understand how Mode-S/3D
works please read the detailed explanation.
As described, ALL multilateration (MLAT) systems used to provide the location of hitherto
undetected Mode-S traffic in airborne devices, have inherent positional errors. These are caused by a
combination of the system latency and the system refresh rate. These errors and limitations are
described in the detailed explanation above to enable you to fully understand the accuracy of
PilotAware Mode-S/3D.
Before enabling the Mode-S/3D Trial Software you must agree that you have read the above
detailed explanation and understand and agree with it and will use the information given by
PilotAware Mode-S/3D in full acknowledgement of its limitations. PilotAware is a secondary
positional aid only. Your primary positional awareness, as Pilot in Command is a continuous and
thorough visual scan both internally and externally. If you do not agree with this principle do not use
Mode-S/3D as a situational awareness aid.
The result of using MLAT (latitude and longitude) and direct reception (Altitude) techniques has been
used effectively by air traffic control for many years using Secondary Surveillance RADAR (SSR).
Considerations for addressing the latency and refresh rate must be considered before use. The position
of the MLAT derived target has been found to be sufficiently accurate at the time of report. However,
it will be a finite period of time before the next sufficiently accurate location is received at the
PilotAware RADAR screen. This is catered for by using the concept of an area of ambiguity for a
degraded target that surrounds the target displayed and grows as the data ages.
In practice this is achieved by providing an ambiguity circle around the Mode-S/3D target which
starts off as a point circle at t=0 and grows over time as the data ages. The size of the ambiguity circle
is based on both the time to refresh and the speed of the target aircraft.
With Mode-S/3D enabled the reception age of the target’s position can be seen. From new targets
provided with a very small red ambiguity circle to larger red circles as the data ages. 80% of MLAT
targets refresh within less than 10 seconds with 53% in less than 6 seconds. This refresh rate will
improve as software and system techniques improve and ground stations and server infrastructures
increase.
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For demonstration purposes, the PilotAware RADAR screen above is configured with a wide
horizontal range and therefore is showing a fairly busy screen. The much lower range, both vertically
and horizontally, used for normal operation provides a greater granularity for local situational
awareness.
It is important to note that in the screenshot above the majority of traffic shown on this screen is
below 7000 ft. and therefore is of importance to GA traffic. Most of this is Mode-S, PilotAware and
FLARM traffic. ADSB-Out traffic in the upper flight areas is irrelevant to GA operations and is a
distraction so for efficient use the vertical range should be set to +/- 4000ft separation at most.
Mode-S/3D is also shown on Electronic Flight Bags (EFB). PilotAware is currently working with the
suppliers of the most popular EFB’s to produce an extension to the GDL90 specification so that a
common symbol can be used for a degraded target similar to that on the PilotAware RADAR screen.
Please check with your EFB provider to see how this is currently displayed, if at all. Please make sure
that you are comfortable with the accuracy of the icons displayed.

Mode C/S Visualisation
With Mode-S/3D disabled or when out of range of an ATOM GRID station, Mode S targets will
remain bearingless and will be identified through a banner in the top right corner of the RADAR
screen. Mode C targets will always be bearingless.
Mode-S targets will be shown in the banner with the aircraft registration and relative height. Mode-C
targets will be annotated “Mode-C” without a registration and will show relative height. Red, Amber
and Green coding is used to show a distance relative to the power received and its rate of change. An
indicator is also shown to show whether the target aircraft is ascending, descending or in level flight.

ATOM GRID Ground Station Visualisation.
The number of ATOM GRID Stations in range is shown in an orange banner at the top right-hand
corner of the RADAR page.
When your aircraft is in range of an ATOM GRID Ground Station, gliders and powered aircraft
transmitting FLARM signals will be uploaded to your PilotAware RADAR screen and your
navigational software. In addition, ATOM GRID Ground Stations will provide MLAT data to enable
all mode S targets detected directly to be shown as targets with a bearing on the RADAR screen and
suitable flight bags.
To show or not to show, the location of ATOM GRID Ground Stations on the PilotAware RADAR
screen and Flight Bags, is a configurable item selected from the Configure page.

RADAR Voice Alerts
PilotAware RADAR is accompanied by voice alerts in the normal fashion. Mode-S/3D targets are
treated as targets with a bearing.
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Detection of Traffic Types
All PilotAware equipment has been developed to detect the majority of traffic types possible. In
Europe, the following signals are historically available for detection.
Newer Technology
Targets providing a positional source from a GPS. These are:
•
•
•

PilotAware
FLARM*
ADSB-Out

(869.525MHz)
(868.0MHz) *When in range of an operating OGN-R station.
(1090MHz)

Older Technology
Bearingless Targets i.e. no positional source from GPS provided
•
•

Mode-C
Mode-S

(1090MHz)
(1090MHz)

Because the operating frequency and the modulation techniques are different between systems
different methods of detection are required. In addition, because the older (up to 70 years old)
technologies, do not provide a GPS location the information provided is limited and hence the voice
and audio alerts will be different. This section describes the various types of transmission how they
are received, what information is available and how it is presented.

1. PilotAware (869.525MHz) Target with a Bearing
PilotAware uses a modern transmission technique which is automatic in that it requires no pilot or
external input and is dependant in that it depends on data from the aircraft's GPS system. The
advantage of PilotAware continuously broadcasting its GPS location is that it is easily detected and its
unique position can be plotted on a screen. Additionally, an accurate voice alert can be given similar
to that given by an air traffic controller. That is, Bearing, Height Separation and Distance.
Importantly with PilotAware this information is provided continuously and with greater accuracy
when plotted on a screen. (An Air Traffic Controller can only describe it’s bearing in relation to the
hours on a clock face. This is the true position with an error of up to +/- 30 degrees).
PilotAware uses the larger of the two antennas provided to transmit and receive PilotAware signals.

2. FLARM (868MHz) Targets with a Bearing
FLARM uses a modern transmission technique which is automatic in that it requires no pilot or
external input and is dependant in that it depends on data from the aircraft's GPS system. The
advantage of FLARM continuously broadcasting its GPS location is that it is easily detected and its
unique position can be plotted on a screen. Additionally, an accurate voice alert can be given similar
to that given by an air traffic controller. That is, Bearing, Height Separation and Distance.
Importantly with FLARM this information is provided continuously and with greater accuracy when
plotted on a screen. (An Air Traffic Controller can only describe it’s bearing in relation to the hours
on a clock face. This is the true position with an error of up to +/- 30 degrees).
PilotAware uses the larger of the two antennas provided to receive FLARM signals when the host
aircraft is in range of an ATOM GRID Ground Station. All in range ATOM GRID Ground Stations
are shown on the PilotAware RADAR page. IF NO RE-BROADCAST IS IN RANGE FLARM
SIGNALS WILL NOT BE REBROADCAST.
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3. ADSB-Out (1090MHz) Targets with a Bearing
ADSB-Out uses a modern transmission technique which is automatic in that it requires no pilot or
external input and is dependant in that it depends on data from the aircraft's GPS system. The
advantage of ADSB-Out automatically (continuously) broadcasting its GPS location is that it is easily
detected and its unique position can be plotted on a screen. Additionally, an accurate voice alert can
be given similar to that given by an air traffic controller. That is, Bearing, Height Separation and
Distance. Importantly with ADSB-Out this information is provided continuously and with greater
accuracy when plotted on a screen. (An Air Traffic Controller can only describe it’s bearing in
relation to the hours on a clock face. This is the true position with an error of up to +/- 30 degrees).
PilotAware uses the smaller of the two antennas provided to receive ADSB-Out signals.

4. Mode-A (1090MHz) Bearingless Target
Mode A is the simplest and oldest transmission available providing only a 4-digit Squawk code. As
this transmission, does not contain any useful information on height separation or position this cannot
be used for effective in cockpit situational awareness. Therefore, Mode-A transmissions are not
reported by PilotAware.

5. Mode-C (1090MHz) Bearingless Target
It is important to understand that Mode-C devices only transmit (at 1090MHz) when interrogated
by a ground radar signal or an aircraft TCAS System. Therefore, if an aircraft is not being
interrogated it will not transmit a signal. This can happen at low levels and or in remote areas.
Mode-C is similar to Mode-A but is equipped with an on-board altitude (Height relative to 1013.2mB)
encoder that can be used to calculate the vertical separation between the host and the target aircraft.
The relative horizontal distance of the target aircraft from the host aircraft can only be estimated from
the signal strength and the rate of change of signal strength. This is explained further in the section on
Mode-S transmissions below.
When a Mode-C transmission is detected by PilotAware and compared with a group of pre-set heights
and strengths (selectable by the user in the PilotAware CONFIGURE page) it will trigger a voice alert
direct from the PilotAware audio output and also send a message to your chosen navigation software
package. The absence of a GPS co-ordinate means that a directly detected Mode-C target cannot be
plotted on a screen as is a target with a bearing, however its separation from the host aircraft and its
approximate distance will be shown. IIMPORTANT its bearing cannot be shown.
PilotAware uses the smaller of the two antennas provided to receive Mode-C signals.

6. Mode-S Bearingless Target
Similar to Mode-C, Mode-S transponders are devices which only transmit (at 1090MHz) when
interrogated by a ground radar signal or an aircraft TCAS System. Therefore, if an aircraft is not
being interrogated it will not transmit a signal. This can happen at low levels and or in remote areas.
Mode-S is an onward development of Mode-C which adds additional features. The most important
additional feature is that it transmits more information. The most significant of which is the unique
airframe ICAO number.
PilotAware detects this code which allows simpler techniques to be used to uniquely identify the
target aircraft(s). The signal from an approaching Mode-S transponder will increase non-linearly as it
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gets close to and diminish non-linearly as it retreats from your aircraft. The absolute signal strength at
any particular distance is not consistent for all installations so detection can only work with changes
in relative strengths. This is shown in the following illustration.

Received mode S signal strength
increases non linearly as target gets
closer

Absolute transmitted
mode S signal
strength varies from
aircraft to aircraft

When a Mode-S transmission is detected by PilotAware and compared with a group of pre-set heights
and strengths (selectable by the user in the PilotAware CONFIGURE page) it will trigger a voice alert
direct from the PilotAware audio output and also send a message to your chosen navigation software
package. The absence of a GPS co-ordinate means that a directly detected Mode-S target cannot be
plotted on a screen as is a target with a bearing, however its separation from the host aircraft and its
approximate distance will be shown. Its bearing cannot be shown.
PilotAware uses the smaller of the two antennas provided to receive Mode-S signals.

Mode-C/S Visual Alert.
In addition to the voice command from the PilotAware unit, a visual alert of Mode C/S including the
relative height will appear on your Tablet as defined by your navigation software supplier. On
SkyDemon this will be by a series of rings around your aircraft which change through Green Amber
and Red as the aircraft get closer. On EasyVFR this is done by the appearance of a banner alerting
you to the danger and its status. The display of Mode-C/S alerts in other navigation systems will
vary. How this is shown on the navigational tablet is not determined by PilotAware Ltd but by the
navigational software manufacturer.
It is important that you are clear in your own mind that a Mode-C/S signal will not give you an
accurate horizontal separation only a vertical one. You will be informed of the relative height
compared to your aircraft but not the distance or bearing. Therefore, effective action can only be taken
as a result of your own observation, supported by prompts from PilotAware. The relative vertical
separation will help in this regard as it dictates whether you need to look for the target above, below
or at a similar altitude to your own. It is important that you continue to undertake a 360-degree scan as
a bearing is not given.

Mode-C/S Horizontal Separation
PilotAware allows you to set the vertical separation for the Mode-C/S Alerts relative to your own
aircraft. This is done by logging onto your PilotAware WiFi hotspot and typing in 192.168.1.1 and
selecting Configure from the Options Menu. Select Mode-C/S Separation
This will give you the following options +/- 500 ft. +/-1000ft +/- 2000ft +/- 4000ft +/- 50000ft.
In the configuration menu, the +/-50,000-ft. separation will give a significant amount of data and
should only be used for testing purposes. Similarly, selecting +/-500ft will minimize the number of
alerts but will only warn you of Mode C/ S transmitting aircraft within this separation from your
aircraft. The other settings will give an increasing number of alerts from a greater separation range. It
is for you to decide the separation range with which you are comfortable when flying. Start with +/2000ft
Choose which is best for you by experimentation or better still discuss this with more experienced
pilots or your club CFI. In order that you don’t get inundated with information it may be best to
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choose a closer separation and a lower sensitivity as described below until you are familiar with the
information given by PilotAware.
Mode C/S Vertical Detection Range
In addition to Altitude Separation, PilotAware allows you to set your preferred Mode-S horizontal
Detection Range which varies the sensitivity of the Mode S Alerts to match the environment in which
you will be flying. This is done by logging onto your PilotAware WIFI hotspot and typing in
192.168.1.1 and selecting Configure from the Options Menu. Select Mode-C/S Detect. The
following options are available
This will give you the lowest sensitivity and is intended to minimize alerts when
Ultra-Short
operating in high Mode S strength environments such as being adjacent to or when
Range
transiting through the overhead of major airports.
Short
This is a low alert setting for GA use in busier environments.
Range
Medium
This is the default setting a higher alert for General Aviation use.
Range
Long
This setting will bring in alerts from a greater range, e.g., when operating in low
Range
occupancy (in aviation terms) rural environments with few aircraft.
Testing
This is an extremely high sensitivity range intended to allow maximum alerts for test
(noisy)
purposes only. It is recommended that this is not used in normal use

PilotAware Voice Alerts.
Introduction
Software release(s) 20160511 and later contain the ability to issue voice alerts. These are alerts, not
commands or advice. Voice Alerts are an audio indication of local traffic and contain no advice on
the action to be taken once issued.
As Pilot in Charge, it is your responsibility to take all necessary action. The issue of a PilotAware
voice alert does not give information on all the traffic in the vicinity. It advises only on those that can
be seen electronically, these being, PilotAware (P3I), ADSB, Mode C/S and FLARM if a FLARM
mouse is connected or you are connected to an OGN-R uplink. There will be other traffic that is not
being picked up so it is important to maintain your preferred visual scan.
Warning
It is vitally important that you understand and acknowledge that there are concerns that a reliance on
a prompted lookout from any EC device including PilotAware could reduce the effectiveness of the
visual scan.
For instance, there may be a danger that your attention will be focused on the one area prompted
whether this be by voice or visually and therefore, you maybe spotting the wrong aircraft, or missing
other aircraft that are outside the area prompted by PilotAware.
Some pilots may become intrigued by the information provided on local aircraft, or fixated on the
display or voice commands, at the expense of maintaining their necessary visual scan.
Pilots may also incorrectly assume that all aircraft can be seen on their EC device. This is not the
case for any EC device.
It must therefore be stressed that PilotAware does not replace the need for an effective visual scan
which is your primary responsibility. If at any time you feel that you are distracted by
PilotAware turn it off until you are more familiar with its operation.
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Voice Alert Output
The voice alert output is available from the 3.5mm jack on the PilotAware unit. It does not come from
your tablet or iPhone, although some navigational systems do incorporate their own audio alerts. The
output volume is adjustable and the output can be fed into your headset, intercom, communications
radio or other device as you wish, using a 3.5mm male to male connecting lead.
Please note that the interface to your communications equipment will be bespoke to your
requirements and to your aircraft design. Information on connecting to the more common units will no
doubt be available on the PilotAware Forum forum.pilotaware.com as more installations are
completed.
A direct connection to noise cancelling headsets such as Bose or Light Speed Zulu has proven most
effective. Using standard David Clarke headsets may require an audio amplifier to be placed in line
with the signal as these older headsets have a higher impedance. The following has been effectively
used by several users.

Adjusting the Output Volume
The voice alert subroutine is always on. However, the volume can be raised or lowered as required to
the maximum and minimum available. This is done by logging onto your PilotAware WIFI hotspot
and typing in 192.168.1.1 and selecting Configure from the Options Menu. Midway through the table
you will see the volume control. Selecting ‘+’will increase the volume
Selecting ‘-’will decrease the volume.
There is an upper limit to which the output volume can be raised. Above this further amplification
will be needed if a higher output is required. The output impedance and other electrical characteristics
can be found in the on-line Raspberry Pi literature. Modifications to the audio output of PilotAware
Rosetta is not covered by the Warranty. As the volume is increased or decreased an announcement of
“PILOTAWARE” will be made so that you can vary the output for your needs.

Types of Audio Alert.
There are two types of Audi Alert given by PilotAware. Bearing and Bearingless

Voice Alerts for Targets with a Bearing
Targets with a bearing including PilotAware, FLARM, ADS-Band Mode-S/3D give positional data so
they are able to accurately position in 3 dimensions, aircraft nearby to your own aircraft. This allows
PilotAware to give an audio alert very similar to that which you would get from an ATC service.
This is in the format; “Traffic, One O’clock, two hundred feet above, 9 Kilometres”
PilotAware will always call out vertical separation in feet and distances in whole Kilometres rounded
down to the nearest Kilometre. Audio Alerts are generated when aircraft transit between 3 zones
around the host aircraft.
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PilotAware ADS-B and P3I Audio Alerts.
ADSB and PilotAware P3I Audio Alerts are generated when aircraft
transit between 3 zones around the host aircraft.
These Zones are Pre set and are not configurable
Zone 3 +/-2000ft <= 10Km
Zone 2 +/-1000ft <= 5Km
Zone 1 +/- 500ft <= 3Km

PilotAware ADS-B and P3I Audio Alerts.
Audio alerts are given by PilotAware as approaching aircraft enter or leave specific pre set zones.
As we have positional data from ADS-B and P3I we can be very specific about height distance and
bearing.

Please note Audio Alerts are only
generated as approaching aircraft
transit into closer zones. If they
don’t then no further alert is given.

3 km +/- 500ft

Zone 1

“Traffic, 10 O’clock, 500 feet,
level, 3 kilometers”

5 km +/- 1,000ft

10km +/- 2,000ft

In the phrase “Traffic, One O’clock, height, 9 Kilometres”, the reference to height will be followed by
above, below or replaced by level if it is 0ft.

Voice Alerts for Targets without a Bearing (Mode-C/S)
Mode C/S transmissions are considerably less accurate in that they give no GPS positional coordinates. See section on Mode-S detection. From the signal that we receive we can only detect its
height relative to 1013.2Mb and the signal strength of the received transmission. So, the voice
commands have to be in a different format.
The signal from an approaching Mode-S transponder will increase non-linearly as it gets close to, and
diminish non-linearly as it retreats from your aircraft. As it gets closer, the strength of the signal
received increases exponentially. The absolute signal strength at any particular distance is not a
constant for all installations, so we can only work with relative strengths.
A voice alert is generated as the signal strength changes from one strength band to another. This
results in the following voice alerts.
“TRAFFIC NOTICE” – Advises you of the presence of a Mode S contact at the maximum range for
your selected detection setting.
“TRAFFIC ALERT” – Advises that the aircraft is continuing towards you. You should now be
maximizing your visual scan guided by the relative height and also planning and possibly
implementing avoiding action. E.g. climbing or descending to increase separation.
“TRAFFIC DANGER”- The aircraft is now in relative close proximity and all efforts should be
concentrated on a visual scan to locate it, together with any and all appropriate action to maximize
separation.
Please remember that because of the significantly higher output of CAT transponders, it is possible
that you will not be able to visually see the contact for which you have received a voice alert fbecause
it will be too far away. If this is happening regularly, then reduce the sensitivity as described in the
Configuration Page.
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PilotAware Mode S Detection still maintains 3 zones around the aircraft but the
separation and sensitivity values are determined by the user.

Separation
Sensitivity

Detection Sensitivity

Installing the PilotAware unit in your Aircraft.
Introduction
The installation of PilotAware will differ from aircraft to aircraft, depending on the design, class and
licensing authority of the aircraft. In its simplest form PilotAware has been designed as ‘carry on
equipment’ that is classified as a temporary installation and therefore does not need installation
approval. This is similar to the fitting and using of a hand-held radio in the aircraft.

Positioning the PilotAware Unit
The golden rule is that the antennas and the GPS must be able to ‘see’ out of the aircraft and the unit
itself must be securely fastened within the aircraft. On conventional aircraft, this will usually be in
front of the Pilot and passenger(s), however this will differ from aircraft to aircraft. Experimentation
and sharing best practice through the PilotAware forum forum.pilotaware.com will identify the best
location for each aircraft type and combination.
Like all radio signals, those used by PilotAware get attenuated (weakened) if they transit metal or
water (the engine and possibly the skin of the aircraft is metal and you and your passenger are for
practical purposes water). Therefore, position the antennas such that they have the best chance of
avoiding these. External antennas are by far the best solution.

Permanent Installation
Some users will want to make the installation more permanent. A permanent installation will always
look neater, be more efficient and work better than carry on equipment. A permanent installation can
be done by distributing the PilotAware hardware throughout your aircraft and then connecting the
radio antennas, power, GPS and even the Wi-Fi via extension leads.
If this is to be done, then there are some things that you need to consider. For example, if you do wish
to install an external antenna(s), the manufacturer of your aircraft or importer, should be consulted as
to the best practice used for the installation. Also, your licensing authority such as the CAA, LAA,
BGA, BHGA or BMAA in the UK, will need to be consulted for the relevant approval.
Permanent installation may require the granting of permission, a fee and an inspection by an
authorized inspector following the installation. As owner of the aircraft it is your responsibility to
ensure that this is done correctly and in order. In the UK the LAA and BMAA have relaxed their
requirements for safety equipment such as PilotAware and no fee is required.
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In other European countries, the regulation process may differ and it is your responsibility to ensure
that local regulations are adhered to. PilotAware Ltd will advise but take no responsibility for
individual installations in aircraft.
Placing the PilotAware on the dashboard coaming is a popular initial position. However, ensure that
the coaming does not get too hot, it can get very hot if it is black and there is no cloud cover in the
summer. PilotAware will malfunction if the core temperature exceeds 85% centigrade. This
temperature can be monitored on the PilotAware Home page. If the PilotAware unit does get too hot it
will throttle back to avoid permanent damage.
For more information on antenna location and types please see the article on Antenna Location on the
PilotAware.Com website.

ADS-B Out. Connecting to a Mode S transponder.
One of the useful features of PilotAware is the ability to share its GPS information with third party
equipment. This is particularly useful when you want to use the GPS in PilotAware as the uncertified
GPS source to convert your Mode S transponder with extended squitter (ES) to transmit ADS-B-out.
To do this you need to obtain a USB-RS232 converter cable in order to connect to your transponder.
Each transponder model/type will be different.
Once connected to PilotAware you will need to manually configure the USB port for Baud Rate and
Transponder type, each type requires differing NMEA messages and rates. For example, to connect
PilotAware to your Funke transponder to give ADS-B Out. You will need to use a USB-RS232
converter cable. This must be "true" RS232, +/- 12V, and NOT the "TTL" cable variant which is
provides only 0-5V signalling. Further information is available here.

Trouble shooting
Before attempting to diagnose a fault please ensure that you are using the correct power
supply and the power cord supplied with Rosetta. 95% of faults will be corrected if this
advice is followed. In addition, please ensure that your license is current the expiry date
will be shown on the home page of the PilotAware web pages. To renew your key visit
https://pilotaware.lode.co.uk and choose ‘renew your key’.
Rosetta Operating Lights
On the main Rosetta unit and on the GPS dongle there are LED lights that can be used to ensure that
all is working well and can also be used for diagnosis of faults.
LI
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

This is located on the left-hand side of the Rosetta unit below the L1 sign on the label.
This is located on the left-hand side of the Rosetta unit below the L2 sign on the label.
This is located on the motherboard inside above and left of the power connector.
This is located on the motherboard inside above and left of the power connector.
This is located on the underside of the GPS Dongle and is labelled Power
This is located on the underside of the GPS Dongle and is labelled PP

On initial power on, the red light L3 on the Raspberry Pi board will light and should stay on as a solid
red-light indicating power. This red light should NOT flash if it does then there is a power supply
interrupt problem. This is then accompanied by the green LED light L4 which will flash as the system
boots up. When the unit has loaded the software, and booted up the normal state is for Red L3 on the
Raspberry Pi to be permanently on and Green L4 to flash intermittently as SD card access is made. If
L4 Green is permanently on, then this usually means that the SD card is dislodged or faulty. If the SD
card becomes dislodged, turn the power off before re-inserting otherwise the software may become
corrupted.
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Lights L1 and L2 are further diagnostic lights. L2 mirrors the indicators in column 1 on the
PilotAware Home Page through a series of individual flashes either green or red.
L1. This illuminates when there is a PilotAware P3i, Tx or Rx signal. Red = Tx. Green =Rx.
L2. Solid Green All OK. Alternate, Equal Length Flashing Green and Flashing Red = License Expired
L2 will also pulse 4 serial flashes in line with the indicators on column 1 rows 8 to 11 of the Rosetta
Home Page.
1 status of ADSB received signals in last period
2 status of the P3i TxRx
3 status of the Barometer
4 status of the GPS
RGGG indicates No 1090MHz (ADSB Mode-C/S). (This is temporary if nothing is received for 5 Seconds)
GRGG indicates no PilotAware transmission usually a bridge fault or no GPS lock achieved.
GGRG indicates barometer fault or No GPS lock achieved.
GGGR indicates GPS Fault (weak reception) or GPS missing or dislodged.
Often a single fault will cause several red indicators. For example, loss of a GPS signal will also cause
loss of P3i Tx and the barometer this will result in four flashes of GRRR
No 1090MHz reception as well = RRRR check power, GPS and RTL-SDR dongles are seated
correctly and identified in the last 4 rows of the Home Page.
Note the serial flashes coalesce so four green flashes appear as a solid green etc.
These colours will also be shown on the home page column 1
L5, located on the underside of the GPS Dongle labelled Power will be permanently on (Red) when
powered.
L6 When the GLONASS GPS has achieved a satellite group fix, the GPS dongle L6 will flash green
with a period of about 1 second. If this is not flashing at a period of 1 second, then less than 4
satellites are available and therefor no fix has been achieved resulting in Rosetta not working
correctly. Move the Rosetta to get a better GPS fix and the green light will commence flashing. The
Rosetta GPS modules used are very reliable so if the GPS is not flashing green it is because it does
not have a good view out of the aircraft or building. If you are testing at home.
The Rosetta home page on http://192.168.1.1 will give an indication of how many satellites have been
captured and how many are being used. This should normally be above 3 but ideally 7 or more should
be captured when outside a building or in the aircraft with a good view. You will possibly not get
sufficient satellites if you are indoors.
Also, on the PilotAware Web Home Page Column 1, lines 8 to 11 show the status of the individual
interfaces. All greens are good with either red or amber being used to aid system fault diagnosis.

Android Devices
Android devices encompass a broad range of technologies. If you are having problems with WiFi
disconnects this can often be solved by ensuring that the Android power saving facility is turned
OFF.

Updating PilotAware Software.
PilotAware software is revision controlled with the following naming convention. PilotAware Version
(YYYYMMDD). New software is issued regularly; it is therefore easy to see if there is a later version
than the one that you are using.
The latest software version is very powerful and requires a minimum of 8GB class 4 micro SD card
for correct operation although class 10 will work faster The full installation image is available at
pilotaware.lode.co.uk.
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Ensure that you have read and agree with the Operating Instructions for Mode-S/3D before you
enable this functionality.
With software releases later than 20190621,subsequent software upgrades, including a new operating
system if required, will be achieved automatically via the PilotAware Firmware Updater v1.75 or via
your router.
End of Document
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